Between 2010 and 2017, more than 200 OTT video platforms were launched in Latin America and the Brazil, which already occupies the 7th place in online video viewing and still has space to grow, has become one of the main market for this segment, with The presence of local and international players. In this panel we will know the current status of development, best practices and new technological frontiers, such as the use of cognitive computing Technologies.
which allows service providers to offer their services on second screens in a common way. In this talk, how MPEG-DASH works in Hybridcast, and some examples will be addressed.
.
NETFLIX OPEN CONNECT, THE NETFLIX CONTENT SERVER Speaker: Flavio Amaral -South America Network Strategist do Netflix
To operate as a global provider of streaming movies and television series serving more than 100 million users, Netflix has invested in innovative technologies to provide a good access experience. In this talk we will learn about the Netflix Open Connect solution, a CDN installed on ISPs to allow users to access and watch content faster.
HYBRID CONVERGENCE MODELS OTT & OPEN DIGITAL TV Speaker: Marcelo Knörich Zuffo -Coordinator of the Interdisciplinary Center on

Interactive Technologies University of Sao Paulo (USP)
OTT is an established concept in the audiovisual industry. New paradigms of distribution and consumption of access to digital media continue to emerge. We will focus our presentation on trends in hybrid models where there is the convergence of OTT technology with Digital Terrestrial TV.
OTT VIDEO: GLOBO PLAY AND GLOBOSAT PLAY CASES
Speaker: Marcello Azambuja -Director of Digital Platforms -Globo.com
We'll talk about the learnings and challenges of the biggest media group in LATAM regarding two cases: Globo Play and Globosat Play, and the challenges in building such a technological platform.
BUILDING A BRAZILIAN OTT VIDEO PLATFORM Speaker: Luiz Bannitz Guimaraes -Director of Content and Business for Looke
In this session we will present the lessons learned to create and position Looke, a Brazilian platform launched in 2015, in the video OTT services market. With more than 10,000 titles cataloged, organized into 19 categories, Looke now has a base of approximately 600 thousand users who access the platform by SVOD and TVOD for rent or purchase of videos. Currently it promotes actions to consolidate itself among the Brazilian public and to expand its service in Latin America. 
